
CAREER 
OPTIONS



The career horizon for those who belong to this stream of 

study is limit less. Students can choose from a range of career 

options such as

• Designers                                                                 

• Fashion technology                                            

• Accessory /jewellery designers                          

• Interior & exterior designers                                 

• Artist                                                                      

• Banking

• Photography  & cartoonist

• Print journalism

• Academics / teaching

• Mass communication

• electronic journalism

• public relations

• travel & tourism

• Civil and forestry services

• Teacher

• Event organiser

• Lawyer

• Editor

and so on…





Journalism 

 Glamour

 Prestige

 Freedom

 Excitement 

 Money

 Authority

Can bring a 
qualitative change in 
society

Genuine problems of society 
In front of the government

Shady side of the government 
In front of the people

MOST IMPORTANTLY



Indian administrative 
services

 Implementing policies

 Planning, Making decisions

 Supervision of projects

 Monitor funds allocations

 Provide relevant information 
about projects to parliament 

 Representing the government of 
India at national or international 
forums



Music (singer)

 CONFIDENCE 

 SELF DISCIPLINE

 APPLICATION OF 
KNOWLEDGE 

 UNIQUENESS

 NO STAGE FEAR 

 GOOD KNOWLEDGE

 PRESENTABLE

 PUNCTUALITY

 DEMEANOUR

 MEMORY

 REHEARSALS

 These skills are well polished in 
the humanities arena and helps 
in becoming perfect in one’s 
field.

Singers are professional artist who memorize the songs 
written by Others or might sometimes compose their own



 ARTISTIC

 CREATIVITY

 IMAGINATION

 VISUALISATION

 3D AWARENESS

 BUDGET 
CALCULATION

 INTERPERSONAL 
SKILLS



 Major recruiter --- Archaeological survey of India.
 Other companies

offering jobs  --- Indian council of historical research.
governmental and private museums and
cultural galleries.
national museums.
universities and colleges.

ARCHAEOLOGY

Attempts to 
discover and 
analyse the 

evidences of past 
civilization

Unveils information 
about social ,economic 

and environmental 
effects of past 

civilization



 Humanities is one of the most underrated streams of all. It 
is a common myth, well circulated among the Indian 
psyche, that the Arts/Humanities streams is for students 
who are “not smart enough” for studying either Science or 
Commerce. Humanities broadly refers to the study of 
human society, its theories and beliefs. It deals with 
understanding how people express themselves through 
art, religion, literature, architecture, etc. by analytical and 
hypothetical methods. The field of social science falls 
under humanities. It is broad and encompasses subjects 
like history, geography, political science, etc.

Character building

Study of humanities is gaining ground



 The humanities strengthen our ability to play nice in 
the sandbox with others. Humanities is a wide 
discipline that can open up endless career options for 
students who wish to pursue a career in this field. It is 
inaccurate to say that pursuing the Humanities/Arts 
stream after Class 10 will not help a student to pursue 
a career that brings them satisfaction in terms of 
success and monetary gains.



Major Myths and Misconceptions
Regarding Huamanities

MYTH 1): The major I choose will determine my career options.

Students usually want to go for MEDICAL AND NON MEDICAL as they find 
oppertunities in these fields more money making.

MYTH 2): I need to major in Financial Engineering to go to business school / 
Biomedical Engineering to go to medical school

MYTH 3): Taking the professional level course is the only way to learn 
about different majors and departments

Taking an introductory course is one way to choose a particular major but 
may not be the only way. Take advantage of Open Houses, Departmental 

events, and presentations in Gateway.

MYTH 4): I can't choose just one major because there are so many things 
that interest me

Students can take electives, pursue independent projects, find internships, 
and assume volunteer and leadership positions. Diversify experience.



WHAT PARENTS USUALLY THINK 
OF THE HUMANITIES FIELD?

It can be seen everywhere that most of the Parents consider 
ARTS as INFERIOR and want their Children  to be engaged in the 

fields of SCIENCES……  But certainly it is not becoming much 
true.

Students find difficult to be so much burdened that they suffer 
from various illness, especially the NERVOUS BREAKDOWN 

when they find themselves under pressure. BUT they have to 
take SCIENCE FIELD so as to fulfill their Parents Wishes and 

Make them Proud.
But it is totally wrong , choosing a field for the best of the 

oppertunities in the CAREER one should not be burdened and 
under pressure  of their pupils and parents.

THEREFORE, PARENTS DON’T CONSIDER ARTS STREAM AS 
INFERIOR ANDMUST KNOW THE CURRENT SCENARIO  OF THE 

SOCIETY THAT WHETHER THEIR CHILDREN ARE SATIESFIED 
WIITH WHAT THEY HAVE CHOSEN FOR THEIR CAREEER OR  

NOT.



Why Study the Arts and the 
Humanities?

On the quality of life or isness side, Many Thinkers stress that the 
arts take us into imagined worlds created by different minds and 

enable us to understand how others live. We are what we read, the 
museums we visit and the performances we see and hear. They are 
as much us — part of our memories, our isness — as the culture we 

inherit and the life experiences we have.

That entry into other worlds and minds does give us a larger context 
for thinking about how to live and how to confront and understand 

present personal and historic issues, even while also giving us 
pleasure for its own sake.



SCOPE OF HUMANITIES 

•The humanities prepare you to fulfill your civic and cultural 
responsibilities.

•The state-of-the-art scientific knowledge and techniques you learn in
college have a limited shelf life; mastering the humanities provides
tools for extending it.

• Humanities study strengthens your ability to communicate and work 
with others.

• You will gain knowledge of foreign languages and foreign cultures.

•The walls that exist among disciplines has been lowered and students can 
move across disciplines more freely.

•Humanities study helps you understand the impact that science,
technology, and medicine has had on society and understand the future
scientific needs of society.



HOW OUR SCHOOL IS 
PROMOTING  HUMANITIES

Various Subjects have been given importance in the humanities. 
Subjects like POLITICAL SCIENCE AND ECONOMICS especially, help to 

inculcate such values and the conditions prevailing in the present 
scenario.

Educational tours to the INDIAN PARLIAMENT AND RASHTRAPATI 
BHAVAN are organised by the School.

Various clubs such as MUN CLUB AND INDIAN PARLIAMENTARIAN 
have been established by the COORDINATORS.

DEBATES Regarding SOCIO ECONOMIC MATTERS AND PSYCHOLOGY 
are usually organised by the School.

AND MUCH MORE IS BEING PLANNED AND IMPLEMENTED  BY THE 
SCHOOL AUTHORITY TO MAKE HUMANITIES A FIELD OF SUCCESS.



SOME OF THE SUCCESS PATHERS 
FROM HUMANITIES


